The lack of a recognized theoretical disciplinary base for the built environment has been noted on a number of occasions. The field holds the promise of being interdisciplinary, but requires the development of a common epistemological construct. It has been proposed that a unified theory of the built environment may require that the built environment be understood as a complex social-ecological system. It will argued, however, that the challenge is more fundamental; that development of an adequate model would require convergence of the ideas of interdisciplinarity and complexity, with concomitant epistemological as well as ontological considerations. The application of whole-system theory to the built environment is explored with special reference to the identification of boundaries and modularities in different domains and the implications for a taxonomy of the built environment. The development of a theoretical base for the field as a whole would facilitate axiological decision-making in the built environment and also inform both curriculum design and research strategy in the subject area.
INTRODUCTION
The lack of a recognized theoretical disciplinary base for the built environment impedes the development of the built environment as an academic discipline. Attempts to formulate a unified theory of the built environment include instrumentalism [1] as well as the proposal that the built environment be understood as a complex social-ecological system, where multiple-related metabolisms interact at different scales [2] . Apart from providing a framework for investigating the impact of the built environment [3] [4] [5] , the desired framework would be useful for providing a taxonomy for the built environment and the classification of information about construction [6] [7] [8] .
It is proposed that this endeavor requires the development of a common epistemological construct, to be found in application of whole-system theory to the built environment. The argument will be structured by considering (i) the recognition of entities and the nature of systems (in particular complex systems), (ii) complexity and interdisciplinarity, and (iii) the epistemological implications of considering the built environment as a complex system.
THE NATURE OF SYSTEMS

Recognition of entities
To consider something implies the idea of distinction. To be able to think of or perceive it at all, it must be distinguishable from what it is not. We cannot indicate it without drawing a distinction. To draw a distinction (to indicate) is to let "that which is being considered" stand out from "that which is not being considered".
A distinction is drawn according to some distinguishable criterion. The fact that we draw a distinction according to some distinguishable criterion is stressed because one quite often distinguishes something according to different criteria. A building may be a functional space, an aesthetic object, an investment, etc. The variety of distinguishable criteria is bounded only by man's imagination.
An entity is distinguished from its environment according to some distinguishing criterion. What is considered to be the system and what the environment, will therefore vary according to the criterion or criteria of distinction. The system that is the focus or unit of attention at any given point in time can be called the focal system.
After the initial identification, the entity is then often considered in the light of further distinguishing criteria. A building, identified initially by, say, localization in space, may also be considered as a consumer of electricity, an object of beauty or a source of tax. Similarly, a construction element is a major component, assembly, or "construction entity part which, in itself or in combination with other parts, fulfills a predominating function of the construction entity" [8] .
In each case interest is shifted to a different environment and the relationship of the entity under consideration to that environment.
After any one criterion of distinction has been applied to identify the entity under consideration, application of other criteria may also lead to the distinction of other entities within the original entity. Let us call the entities so distinguished the elements (synonyms: parts, members) of the entity under consideration, and let us call an entity which is composed of elements a set. The notion of set is primitive and synonyms which might be used are "class", "collection" or "aggregate".
Systems
If the elements interact with each other, the set is called a system. System constituents are coupled to each other via some kinds of relations, they are not mere aggregates like sand grain piles. A system is a complex whole with a set of components interacting with each other. Changes in any part of a system affect the whole system and parts of a system are affected by changes in the system as a whole. The higher the degree of interdependence of the elements, the higher the degree of 'wholeness' of the system [9, 10] .
Implicit in the definition of a set as a collection of entities of any sort is the use of at least two distinguishing criteria. One criterion indicates the common factor by which the set is distinguished; the other criterion distinguishes the elements of the set. As many different distinguishing criteria may be used as are deemed necessary or interesting. Different does not necessarily mean different in principle (qualitative difference) but can also be a quantitative difference (e.g. in size). Let each distinguishing criterion define a level. Of special interest is to consider if the various levels of distinction are related, and, if so, in what way. Let us call the relation of levels a hierarchy [11] [12] [13] [14] .
A hierarchy exists when there are levels or nested structures that may be distinguished, often requiring different descriptions at the different levels. For example, products in the Omniclass classification are components or assemblies of components for permanent incorporation into construction entities [8] .
The system may be abstract or concrete, active or passive; dynamic or static, open (a system that allows cross-boundary exchange) or closed (a system that does not allow exchange across boundaries), simple or complex.
From a functional point of view, a dynamic system achieves its goals by taking in energy/ information/resources, using or processing these elements, then expelling energy/ information/ products that are different from the original inputs [15] .
Complex systems express many subtle interrelations across data dimensions, space and time. Measuring the built environment is complex because of the large number of dimensions that could be assessed and because different features of the environment vary in importance by behavior [16] . Shifting units of analysis, as structural change proceeds, make theorizing difficult: 'Trying to generalize about the behaviour of a system that is mutating into a different system, either quickly or slowly, is not amenable to mathematical formalization in any deductive sense.' [17] 2.3 Hierarchies It follows that a salient aspect of categorization is that any entity may belong to different, hierarchically organized categories [18] . It may be argued [19] that the correlational structure of entities in the world creates natural clusters, and that concepts correspond to these clusters. Entities are distributed as clusters, as groups of similar things. The mental representation of these categories takes the form of a prototype that summarizes the central tendency of the category (cluster). It seems as if there is one level of granularity at which these clusters stand out -the 'basic level'. Basic-level categories are the most inclusive categories that (a) possess numerous common attributes, (b) have similar shapes and (c) involve the same movements when interacted with. These basic-level clusters tend to be named across cultures and languages, for example 'floor' or 'house', correlating to the OmniClass 'Construction Entities by Function', which are significant, definable units of the built environment comprised of interrelated spaces and elements and characterized by function.
The ontology of entities
A discussion of the ontology of complex systems needs to address two main issues, the nature of their fundamental constituents or components and the nature of their internal features [20] . The second issue, that of system identity and boundaries, has been already been addressed. The first issue, however, requires further elaboration. More specifically, should the elements of the system under consideration be 'things' or 'processes'?
On the face of it, 'things' seem to be more amenable to analysis, but 'processes' more adequately reflect change over time. Once again, the choice depends on the objective of the analysis. Each approach has merit under certain conditions, similar to anatomy describing the structure of an organism and physiology describing the function.
Continuing the organism/built environment analogy: Biological and built systems share general design features: they display modularity, defined as the separability of the design into units that perform independently, at least to a first approximation This allows construction of extremely complex systems by using simple building blocks.
In a system representation, both the built environment and the ecosphere can be considered as complex, dynamic self-producing systems: "These systems exist in loose, nested hierarchies, each component system contained by the next level up and itself comprising a chain of linked subsystems at lower levels. The built environment as a self organizing system functions as a 'dissipative structure' requiring a continuous supply of available energy, material, and information necessary to produce and maintain its adaptive capacity and rejecting a continuous stream of degraded energy and waste back into the ecosystem (entropy)" [21] .
COMPLEXITY AND INTERDISCIPLINARITY
Complexity
Complex systems contain multiple, interacting forces at different scales and temporal orders operating in diverse combinations in different particular situations [22] .
'The interplay among hierarchical levels in nonlinear systems exhibiting complexity blur distinctions like part-whole, system-environment, constituent-level and so forth (e.g. cases where hierarchies are only distinguishable by differing time scales rather than by ontologically distinct features)…'. All these subtleties raise questions about identity and individuation for complex systems. For instance, can a complex system somehow be identified as a distinct individual from its environment? Can various hierarchies of a complex system be individuated from each other? Asking these questions presupposes both that a distinct entity can be identified as well as individuated from other entities [21] . Nor surprisingly, these questions are manifested in the built environment as well [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Complexity is often viewed as an objective characteristic of the structure of a system, defined and measured in terms of the number of its constituent parts, their diversity and relationships. However, it is often more informative to characterize complex systems phenomenologically [28, 29] . One of the most important features in such a characterizations is observer relativity. The complexity of systems depends on how we observe and describe them. Measures of and judgments about complexity are not independent of the observer and his choice of measurement apparatus.
Interdisciplinarity
The presence of a basic system of ontological, epistemological, axiological, and methodological assumptions with which researchers approach their research is widely accepted [30] .
In a study of overlapping thought in subjects, Hubenthal [31] exhorted that interdisciplinary collaboration is required because 'problems are much too complex to be judged appropriately, much less solved, merely with the subject-knowledge of a single discipline.' Similarly, in a debate about the relationship between interdisciplinary studies and complexity, it was proposed that interdisciplinarity is necessitated by complexity. It can be argued that the nature of complex systems '…provides a comprehensive rationale for interdisciplinary study, unifies the apparently divergent approaches, and offers guidance for criteria in each step of the integrative process. The ultimate objective of any interdisciplinary inquiry becomes understanding the portion of the world modeled by a particular complex system' [32] .
The web of knowledge
Knowledge is not a monolithic structure, but rather a dynamic network or a web with multiple nodes of connection. 'The metaphor of unity, with its accompanying values of universality and certainty, has been replaced by metaphors of plurality relationality in a complex world.' [32] . As mutual relations are reconsidered, new aggregate levels of organization are revealed and 'multidisciplinary' is becoming a common descriptor of research objects.
The art of being a professional is becoming the art of managing complexity. As former ECB president, Jean-Claude Trichet, put it at the 2010 ECB flagship conference: 'The key lesson I would draw from our experience is the danger of relying on a single methodology or paradigm. Policy-makers need to have input from various theoretical perspectives and from a range of empirical approaches. Open debate and a diversity of views must be cultivated.' [33] .
CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions to be drawn from the above relate to two areas: criteria for considering the built environment as a complex system and, second, methodology.
What conclusions can be drawn about which criteria are most appropriate for investigating the (complex) systems characteristics of built environment?
Firstly, and most saliently, the built environment is physical. Space, structure and materials are the physical criteria by which the built environment is distinguished. This is a common way in which construction information is classified, e.g. in the OmniClass TM Construction Classification System, distinctions are made between Entities by Form, Products, Materials and Properties.
The second important criterion is that of function: What is the purpose of the components of the built environment? In Omniclass terms these are Construction entities by function, Spaces by function and Elements.
The third criterion is the effect of the built environment on the human and natural environment. Here the focus of attention shifts: the original environment becomes the system of interest, and the original system of interest becomes the environment.
Lastly, two further criteria not discussed above but which also need to be considered are intention (why the building was built) and realization (the design, planning, costing, construction, management and the organization of the processes).
As far as methodology is concerned, it is evident that the built environment as a complex system cannot be fully described or explained by a single theory or fully investigated using a single approach [34] , as complexity is "the property of a real world system that is manifest in the inability of any one formalism being adequate to capture all its properties." [35] The reality being investigated consists of a nexus of phenomena that are not reducible to a single dimension. This implies that the research field is open and ill-defined, and that the elements under study as well as the relationships between them are context dependent [36] .
This implies that a pluralist approach should be adopted when attempting to describe the built environment.
